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Abstract—In this paper, we consider the fundamental problem
of channel estimation in multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
amplify-and-forward (AF) relaying systems operating over ran-
dom channels. Using the Bayesian framework, linear minimum
mean square error (LMMSE) and expectation-maximization
(EM) based maximum a posteriori (MAP) channel estimation
algorithms are developed, that provide the destination with full
knowledge of all channel parameters involved in the transmission.
The performance of the proposed algorithms is evaluated in terms
of the mean square error (MSE) as a function of the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) during the training interval. Our simulation
results show that the incorporation of prior knowledge into
the channel estimation algorithm offers improved performance,
especially in the low SNR regime.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the introduction of relaying nodes in wireless
channels has triggered a significant research interest [1].
The deployment of relays has been identified as a suitable
technique for providing broader coverage, higher transmission
rates, and increased reliability. Moreover, when the source and
destination are equipped with multiple antennas, the concept
of relaying is combined with that of multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) systems. Then, the system’s performance can
be further enhanced by exploiting the spatial dimension [2].
For different relaying strategies, the problem of power
allocation and network beamforming has been well studied
in the existing literature [3]. Several designs for the optimal
relay amplifying factor have been proposed for maximizing
the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) or some other per-
formance measure, such as the channel capacity [3], [4].
Most existing relaying schemes, however, assume that perfect
instantaneous channel state information (CSI) is available at
the receiver. Therefore, it becomes clear that to exploit the
advantages of MIMO relaying networks, an accurate CSI of
all involved links is required. Despite the importance of this
prerequisite, channel estimation is often ignored by either
assuming perfect CSI or by considering only the estimation
of the compound (from source to destination) channel [5].
While CSI of the compound channel guarantees feasible data
detection at the destination, the knowledge of the individual
channel responses can be utilized to further improve the overall
system performance.
In this paper, we study stochastic channel estimation tech-
niques for MIMO relaying systems with random channels.
In particular, we develop linear minimum mean square error
(LMMSE) and expectation-maximization (EM) based max-
imum a posteriori (MAP) channel estimation schemes for
a two-hop amplify-and-forward (AF) relaying system. We
mainly focus on full-duplex AF relaying systems since their
higher spectral efficiency and easy deployment make them
attractive from a practical point of view [6]. However, we
point out that the proposed algorithm can be straightforwardly
extended to the half-duplex case. We construct the problem of
channel estimation such that all channel parameters involved
in the transmission are estimated by using measurements only
at the destination. The clear advantage of this approach is that
very simple, cost-efficient AF relaying nodes can be deployed,
without any additional computational overhead at the relays,
since the estimation and the resulting computational effort is
centralized at the destination. The channel estimation problem
would of course be simpler if the relays could also transmit
pilot symbols [7]. However, this implies that the relays are
aware of the structure of their received signal and capable of
performing further signal processing. In addition, we remark
that pilots at the relays also consume extra channel usage.
Thus, there would be no gain in terms of training cost.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents the system and signal model. The channel estimation
technique is presented in Sections III and IV. Numerical
examples are provided in Section V while concluding remarks
are given in Section VI.
Notation. We use bold upper case letters to denote matrices
and bold lower case letters to denote vectors. The transpose,
hermitian, and inverse of a matrix A are denoted by AT ,
AH , and A−1, respectively; IN is the identity matrix of size
N . With vec(A), we denote the vectorization of a matrix
A; Tr(A) is the trace of the matrix A;. The operators ⊗
and ♦ stand for the Kronecker and the Khatri-Rao product,
respectively. Finally, E{} denotes expectation while vecd(A)
stands for the vector formed from the diagonal elements of A.
II. SYSTEM AND SIGNAL MODEL
We consider the communication between the source (S) and
the destination (D) with the help of R intermediate relaying
nodes. The source and the destination are equipped with N
and M antennas, respectively, whereas the relaying nodes are
equipped with one antenna each, see Figure 1. Let us denote
the channel matrix from source to relays as H1 ∈ CR×N , and
from relays to destination as H2 ∈ CM×R. It is assumed that
there is no direct path between S and D due to the surrounding
environment (e.g in an urban environment). The two links
experience independent, but not necessarily identical fading.
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of a MIMO relaying network
In particular, we investigate an asymmetric scenario for the
fading distributions of the S-R and R-D links: The S-R link
is subject to Rician fading and the R-D link is subject to
Rayleigh fading [8]. The proposed model can represent either
an up or down link in a cellular network. In this case, a base
station acts as S, a mobile node as R and another mobile
node as D. Therefore, H1 is a Rician fading channel with
mean KK+1H0 and covariance R1 =
1
K+1IRN , where H0
represents the direct path component matrix, while K denotes
the Rician K-factor defined as the ratio of the powers of
the LoS component to the scattered components. The channel
matrix between the relays and the destination, H2, is Rayleigh
distributed containing i.i.d. zero-mean unit-variance complex
Gaussian entries.
Assume that the source transmits the signal vector x(n) ∈
CN×1 to the relays and the destination, where n is the time
index. The relays amplify and forward their received signal
vector to the destination. We consider a narrowband channel
and therefore, we can neglect any channel dynamics, including
delays introduced by the relay. Hence, the received signal at
the relays r(n) ∈ CR×1 and the destination y(n) ∈ CM×1 can
be modeled as
r(n) = H1x(n) +wR(n), (1)
y(n)= H2Gr(n) +wD(n), (2)
where wR(n) ∼ CN (0, σ2rIR) and wD(n) ∼ CN (0, σ2dIM )
are the independent white complex Gaussian noise contribu-
tions at the relays and the destination, respectively. If we
assume that the relays operate in a distributed manner, then the
amplification matrix G ∈ CR×R is diagonal, and its diagonal
elements contain the complex amplifying factors, {gi}Ri=1, for
each relaying node. We can now rewrite (2) as
y(n) = Hx(n) +w(n), (3)
where
H = H2GH1, (4)
w(n) = H2GwR(n) +wD(n). (5)
Thus, H ∈ CM×N and w(n) ∈ CM×1 correspond to the
equivalent (compound) channel matrix and noise, respectively.
III. CHANNEL ESTIMATION
In this section, we develop LMMSE and EM-based MAP
algorithms to estimate the individual channel matrices (H1,
H2) at the destination node. For the simplicity of explanation,
we initially study the case of one relay (R = 1) that assists
the communication between the source and the destination.
For channel estimation purposes, a known training sequence
X = [x1, ...,xL] of length N is transmitted by the source,
where L ≥ N . We assume that the training sequence is
orthogonal across all transmitting antennas [9]. The output of
the training block Y = [y1, ...,yL] can then be expressed as
Y = HX+W, (6)
where W = [w1, ...,wL]. After vectorizing each term in (6),
we obtain
vec(Y) = vec(HX) + vec(W). (7)
By using the identity vec(ABC) = (CT ⊗A)vec(B), we can
rewrite (7) as
y =
{
(gh1X)T ⊗ IM
}
h2 +w, (8)
where g is the relay amplification factor while h1 ∈ C1×N and
h2 ∈ CM×1 are the unknown S-R and R-D channel vectors,
respectively. Equivalently, (8) can also be expressed as
y = (XT ⊗ h2g)hT1 +w. (9)
A. Suboptimal LMMSE-based Channel Estimation
Under the Bayesian framework, a typical procedure for
jointly selecting the channel estimators hˆ1 and hˆ2 is to
minimize the Bayesian MSE leading to the well known MMSE
estimator [10]
θˆ = E{θ|y}, (10)
where θˆ =
[
hˆ1
hˆ2
]
. However, since the computational com-
plexity involved in finding the MMSE estimator is too high,
we propose a simpler two step approach. In particular, the
LMMSE estimate of h2 is first computed as
hˆ2 = H˜H0 (H˜0H˜
H
0 + |g|2 R1 ⊗ IM +Rww)−1y, (11)
where H˜0 = E{(gh1X)T ⊗ IM} =
√
K
K+1 (gh0X)
T ⊗ IM ,
h0 = vec(H0) and Rww = (σ2R |g|2 + σ2D)IML is the
covariance matrix of the compound noise w.
Given the LMMSE estimate of h2, the LMMSE estimator
of h1 can be similarly calculated as
hˆ1 = h0 +
{
R1H˜H2 (H˜2R1H˜
H
2 + Rˆww)
−1(y − H˜2hT0 )
}T
,
(12)
where H˜2 = XT ⊗ hˆ2g and Rˆww = σ2R(IL ⊗ hˆ2 |g|2 hˆH2 ) +
σ2DIML.
B. EM-based MAP Channel Estimation
Alternatively, one may choose to employ the MAP estimator
which is obtained by minimizing the Bayes risk for a “hit-or-
miss cost function” [10]. The MAP estimator is obtained by
maximizing the posterior density
{hˆ1, hˆ2} = arg max
h1,h2
{
log p(y|h1,h2) + log p(h1,h2)
}
.
(13)
Straightforward calculations show that the MAP estimates are
the solution to the maximization problem
{hˆ1, hˆ2} =arg min
h1,h2
{
(y − H˜2hT1 )HRˆ−1ww(y − H˜2hT1 )+
log det{Rˆww}+ ‖h2‖2 + (K + 1) ‖h1 − h0‖2
}
.
(14)
The optimization problem in (14) is nonlinear and nonconvex.
In other words, closed-form solutions for the optimal MAP
estimates hˆ1 and hˆ2 cannot be derived. Therefore, we adopt
the EM algorithm for solving the MAP estimation problem.
The EM algorithm is an efficient iterative technique for finding
the MAP estimates especially when the model depends on
unobserved latent data.
The algorithm consists of two main steps: an expectation
step followed by a maximization step. During the expectation
step, the algorithm computes the expectation of the posterior
density. The expectation is taken with respect to h1 (treated
as the missing data), conditioned on the current estimate of
h2 and the received data y
Q(h2, hˆk2) = E{log p(y,h1,h2|y; hˆk2)}. (15)
During the maximization step, the updated MAP estimate of
h2 is obtained by maximizing Q(h2, hˆk2)
hˆk+12 = argmax
h2
{Q(h2, hˆk2)}. (16)
After some algebraic manipulations, the expression for the re-
estimate hˆk+12 can be obtained as follows
hˆk+12 = (Φ2 + IM )
−1ΦH1 y, (17)
where Φ1 = (E{h1|y; hˆk2}X)T ⊗ Ψ, Φ2 =
(Tr(Ch1|y;hˆk2 ) + E{h1|y; hˆ
k
2}(E{h1|y; hˆk2})H)) ⊗ Ψ
and Ψ = (σ2Rhˆk2 |g|2 (hˆk2)H + σ2DIMN )−1.
According to the Bayesian linear model given in (9), the
conditional mean E{h1|y; hˆk2} is the LMMSE estimator of h1
and can be evaluated from (12) by using H˜2 = XT ⊗ hˆk2g and
Rˆww = σ2R(IL⊗hˆk2 |g|2 hˆk2
H)+σ2DIML. Then, the covariance
Ch1|y;hˆk2 can be evaluated as
Ch1|y;hˆk2 = R1−R1H˜
H
2 (H˜2R1H˜
H
2 +Rˆww)
−1H˜2R1. (18)
The choice of the starting point hˆ02 for the initialization
of the EM algorithm is very important since it affects the
convergence point of the algorithm. Hence, we suggest to use
the LMMSE estimates evaluated in (11) and (12) as the initial
guess. In summary, after selecting the initial starting point, the
EM algorithm iteratively refines the channel estimates until
convergence.
IV. EXTENSION TO MULTIPLE RELAYS
In this section we extend our analysis to the case of multiple
relays (R > 1) between the source and the destination. In this
case, we propose to estimate the individual channels H1 and
H2 via multiple steps. Since we include R > 1 relaying nodes,
there are R different channel pairs h1,i, h2,i, i = 1, ..., R, to be
estimated. The vectors h1,i and h2,i refer to the ith row of H1
and the ith column of H2, respectively. As shown in [11], in
order to obtain channel knowledge of the individual links from
source to relays, H1, and from relays to destination, H2, the
total channel training interval should be divided into R frames.
For each such frame, we create different compound channels
by varying the amplifying factors at the relays. Therefore, by
varying the amplifying matrix G within R consecutive time
slots, we can establish R independent equations with respect
to H1 and H2 that can guarantee the successful estimation of
the channel pairs h1,i, h2,i, i = 1, ..., R.
For every G(i), a known training sequence X ∈ CN×L, of
length N (L ≥ N ) is transmitted. Again, we assume that the
training sequence is orthogonal across all transmitting anten-
nas. The output of the ith training block Y(i) = [y1, ...,yL]
can then be expressed as
Y(i) = H(i)X+W(i), (19)
where W(i) = [w1, ...,wL]. After vectorizing each term in
(19, we obtain
y(i) = X˜h(i) +w(i), (20)
where X˜ = XT ⊗ IM , h(i) = vec(H2G(i)H1), and w(i) =
vec(W(i)). Then, the LMMSE estimator is employed for the
estimation of the ith compound channel matrix h(i)
hˆ(i) = R(i)hhX˜
H(X˜R(i)hhX˜
H + (R(i)ww)
−1)y(i), (21)
where Rhh and Rww denote the covariance matrices of the
compound channel and the compound noise, respectively, and
can be calculated as
R(i)hh = Q1 ⊗ IM , (22)
R(i)ww = (σ
2
RTr{G(i)(G(i))H}+ σ2D)IML, (23)
where Q1 = KK+1
(
HH0 Tr
{
(G(i))HG(i)
}
H0
)T
+
1
K+1Tr
{(
G(i)
)H
G(i)
}
IN . The performance of the estimator
is measured by the estimation error (i) = hˆ(i) − h(i), whose
mean is zero and whose covariance matrix is [10]
C(i) =
(
(R(i)hh)
−1 + X˜H(R(i)ww)
−1X˜
)−1
. (24)
After calculating R vector estimates of the compound
channel by using (21) and aligning the estimated vectors along
the columns of a new matrix H˜, we obtain
H˜ = ΞG˜+E, (25)
where H˜ = [hˆ(1), ..., hˆ(R)], Ξ = HT1♦H2, and G˜ =
[vecd(G(1)), ..., vecd(G(R))], E = [(1), ..., (R)]; thus H˜ ∈
CMN×R, Ξ ∈ CMN×R, and G˜ ∈ CR×R. Since the relay am-
plification factors can be designed a priori, one can guarantee
that the matrix G˜ is full rank. For instance, the amplifying
factors during the estimation phase can be generated by using
the DFT matrix, scaled in such a way that the relay transmit
power constraint is satisfied. One could also choose G˜ = IR,
which in turn implies that during the ith estimation interval
all but the ith relaying node are switched off.
The previous relation (25) suggests an LMMSE estimate of
Ξ [9] as
Ξˆ = H˜(G˜HRΞG˜+CE)−1G˜HRΞ. (26)
The correlation matrices RΞ and CE can be calculated as
RΞ = E{ΞHΞ} = JH(Q2 ⊗ IM )J, (27)
CE = E
{
EHE
}
= diag
(
Tr
(
C(1)εε
)
, ... , Tr
(
C(R)εε
))
, (28)
where J =
[
e1 ... eR
]
is a selection matrix of order
R2 × R, ek is a R2 × 1 column vector with a unity el-
ement in the kth position and zeros elsewhere, and Q2 =
K
K+1 (H
H
0 H0)
T + 1K+1IN .
The Khatri-Rao product in (25) is the column-wise Kro-
necker product between the channel matrices HT1 and H2 and
can be inverted only up to a scalar ambiguity per column.
Let ξˆi denote the ith column of the estimate Ξˆ. This can be
expressed as
ξˆi = h
T
1,i ⊗ h2,i + ε(i)ξ , (29)
where ε(i)ξ is the ith column of the error matrix EΞ = Ξ− Ξˆ
with zero mean and correlation matrix CΞΞ = E{EHΞEΞ} =
{R−1Ξ + G˜C
−1
E G˜
H}−1 [9].
The relation in (29) is very similar to (8) and (9), that
describe the vector form of the output data after the training
block for the single relay case. Therefore, each channel pair
h1,i, h2,i, can be independently estimated by applying the
proposed LMMSE and EM-based algorithms developed in the
previous sections for the single relay case, for i = 1, ..., R.
In particular, the LMMSE estimate of h2,i is first computed
as
hˆ2,i = H˜H0 (H˜0H˜
H
0 +R1 ⊗ IM +C(i)ξξ )−1ξˆi, (30)
where H˜0 = E{hT1,i ⊗ IM} =
√
K
K+1h
T
0,i ⊗ IM , h0,i is the
ith row of H0, and C(i)ξξ = E{ε(i)ξ (ε(i)ξ )H}.
Given the LMMSE estimate of h2,i, the LMMSE estimator
of h1,i can be similarly calculated as
hˆ1,i = h0,i+
{
R1H˜H2 (H˜2R1H˜
H
2 +C
(i)
ξξ )
−1(ξˆi− H˜2hT0 )
}T
,
(31)
where H˜2 = IN ⊗ hˆ2,i. The previous expressions in (30) and
(31) are very similar to the LMMSE estimates in (11) and
(12), respectively, that were obtained for the single relay case.
Finally, after calculating the initial LMMSE estimates, the
proposed EM-based MAP algorithm can be applied for itera-
tively refining the channel estimates for each channel pair h2,i
and hT1,i, for i = 1, ..., R.
Remark 1: Note that H1 and H2 can be determined only up
to scaling, no matter how many different training intervals are
utilized. We can prove that Hˆ1 → D−1H1 and Hˆ2 → H2D as
either SNR→∞ or L →∞, where D is an arbitrary diagonal
matrix. Fortunately, this ambiguity causes no problems when
optimizing the relay channel because the effect of the ith relay
is seen only via the product h2,igihT1,i. This becomes clear if
we rewrite the compound channel in (4) as
H =
R∑
i=1
giHi, (32)
where Hi = h2,ihT1,i. Thus, only knowledge of the matrices
{Hi}Ri=1 is necessary for determining the impact of a certain
choice of gain factors {gi}Ri=1.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we present some numerical results to il-
lustrate the performance of our proposed algorithm. In our
simulations a 2× 2 MIMO system with 2 AF relaying nodes
is considered (N = M = R = 2). In particular, we investigate
an asymmetric fading scenario where H1 is a Rician fading
channel with mean KK+1H0 and covariance R1 =
1
K+1IRN ,
and H2, is a Rayleigh fading channel containing i.i.d. zero-
mean unit-variance complex Gaussian entries. The training
sequence X ∈ CN×L in (19) is obtained from the first N rows
of a DFT matrix of size L× L. We use the smallest possible
value for the training length L, that is L = N = 2. The relay
amplifying factors during the estimation phase are generated
by using the DFT matrix, scaled in such a way that the relay
transmit power constraint is satisfied. We use a fixed transmit
power of 0 dB at the source and the relays and vary the noise
power at the relays and the destination. For simplicity, we
assume that the noise power is the same at the relays and the
destination, i.e. σ21 = σ22 = σ2.
To evaluate the channel estimation accuracy we compute
the average mean square error (MSE); due to the ambiguity of
the model (see Remark 1), however, some care must be taken
in this averaging. If the first column of H1 is normalized,
in effect by dividing by the corresponding elements of H1,
then the average mean-square error matrix may not exist.
This is certainly the case when the elements of H1 are zero-
mean Gaussian distributed, since the elements of the first
column of H1 will then occasionally take on very small values.
However, for the scenario under investigation, we can avoid
this somewhat artificial situation, since H1 is a Ricean fading
channel with non-zero mean. Then, the normalized MSE for
the first channel matrix H1 can be computed as
NMSE1 =
∥∥∥H1 −DHˆ1
∥∥∥2
F
‖H1‖2F
, (33)
where D is a diagonal matrix. The ith diagonal element of D
is given by
D(i, i) =
H1,1(i)
Hˆ1,1(i)
, (34)
where H1,1(i) is the ith element of the first column of H1
and Hˆ1,1(i) is the ith element of the first column of Hˆ1. In
a similar way, we can define the normalized MSE for H2
NMSE2 =
∥∥∥H2 − Hˆ2D−1
∥∥∥2
F
‖H2‖2F
. (35)
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Fig. 2. Channel estimation performance for H1 for a 2× 2 MIMO channel
with 2 AF relaying nodes for K = 0, 3, 6 dB.
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Fig. 3. Channel estimation performance for H2 for a 2× 2 MIMO channel
with 2 AF relaying nodes for K = 0, 3, 6 dB.
Figures 2 and 3 show the NMSE for the estimation of
H1 and H2, respectively, as a function of the input power
normalized to the noise power during the training interval for
different values of the Rician K-factor. As expected, the esti-
mation performance is significantly improved for higher values
of K, especially in the low SNR regime. This is a well-known
property of Bayesian channel estimators since they utilize any
available a priori information about the unknown parameters
to be estimated. The higher the value of the K-factor is, the
stronger the impact of the available prior knowledge about H1
becomes. Figure 4 shows the NMSE curves of the estimated
channel H2 for K = 0 dB. The application of the EM-
based MAP algorithm improves the estimation accuracy by
iteratively refining the channel estimates. The algorithm is
numerically stable and convergence is achieved even after 2
iterations. Finally, we point out that, as a starting point for the
EM-based MAP algorithm, we use the LMMSE estimates of
h2,i that are given by (30).
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated the problem of chan-
nel estimation in MIMO AF relaying systems with random
channels. We were particularly interested in jointly estimating
the individual channels, from source to relays and from relays
to destination, by using only measurements at the destination
node. Under the Bayesian framework, LMMSE and EM-
based MAP algorithms were developed for estimating the
individual channel responses. The clear advantage of the
proposed estimation schemes is that they are applicable to
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Fig. 4. Channel estimation performance for H2 for a 2× 2 MIMO channel
with 2 AF relaying nodes for K = 0 dB.
minimum-complexity relays that simply amplify and forward
their received signal. Our theoretical results were supported by
simulations for illustrating the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithms. Specifically, the performance of the proposed
algorithms was evaluated in terms of MSE as a function of
the SNR during the training interval. We demonstrated that
by incorporating the available prior knowledge of the channel
statistics into our estimation algorithms the MSE is reduced,
especially in the low SNR regime. The application of the EM-
based MAP algorithm improves the estimation accuracy by
iteratively refining the channel estimates.
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